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Best Practices for a Memorable 
Billboard Design.

For example: 

www.yourwebsite.com.au will allow them to solve that one 
nagging problem they have

Your Brand means fun. And happiness. And awesome, attractive 
people love it.

Your delightful fried birds will satisfy their cravings and keep them 
full all the way to Melbourne.

Notice a pattern? 
To find your story, you take the key message and give it meaning: 
it could solve a problem, or evoke an emotion, or fulfill a need 
(even one they didn’t know they had until they saw your 
billboard).

Even with the growth of technology and online marketing, 
the billboard continues to play an important component as 
a marketing tool. As a physical marker that thousands of 
people can see daily, it can hold great potential in exposing 
your company and product to potential buyers–if designed 
properly. 

If your billboard is on the side of a freeway on which people 
will be (literally) speeding, then a design without a story 
simply won’t be memorable. To find your story, think about 
the one thing you want people to take away from your ad. 
Do you want them to remember your web address? To be 
able to recognize your brand the next time they’re in the 
supermarket? Or do you want people to pull off at the next 
exit for some fried chicken? Use your key message to find the 
story. 
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Use strong, pure colors. Also use bright colors, contrasting 
with strong bold type, because your poster will be seen at 
different times of the day. A headline must be legible at any 
reasonable distance from close by to at least 120 metres. A 
letter height of 50cm is recommended. No letters should be 
less than 30cm in height if we are to communicate a message 
effectively at a distance.

See the next page example of Realestate.com.au
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Create Impact
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CONTRASTING  
COLOURS
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This happens to be a lot more common than you may 
believe. Small images taken from websites or brochures will 
look blurry when scaled up to fit a billboard. It is very 
important that you only use high resolution images only. 
Whether it is a purchased stock image or provided by a 
professional photographer. Think about the consumers at all 
times. Would they respond properly to an ad that cannot be 
seen properly?

As you can see by the chart on the right, the human eye is only able to 
resolve a certain amount of resolution based on viewing distance, and 
there is an equation we can use to figure this out:

Use High Res.
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Get Creative

Give consumers a reason to engage with your brand, use 
humor, wit and intrigue. Interact with technology or use real 
time messages. offer free products through ambient 
advertising and don’t be confined by the boundaries of a 
frame. Cutout Extensions, etc. can greatly add to your 
design.

Find some inspiration from creative campaigns and outdoor 
media from around the world.

https://www.billboardsaustralia.com.au/inspiration/global-
creative

https://www.billboardsaustralia.com.au/inspiration/global-creative
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Get your story 
Straight.

Here are some examples of extremely successful campaign that 
went viral because of the clever play on words.

The vegemite  ‘Tastes Like Australia’ campaign celebrates and 
embraces every part of Australia. An aim of the creative is to start 
a national conversation reflecting on what Australia means and 
tastes like.

Adam Ferrier, co-founder, Chief Thinker and Consumer 
Psychologist at Thinkerbell believes the creative behind the 
campaign will prompt Aussies to think about what Australia means 
to them. Does it taste like Pauline Hanson? An Aussie winning the 
most prestigious international cycling race? Crocodiles, sunny 
beaches, 12 (8) apostles or Skippy hitting the drums?

Find your play on words and make your brand memorable.

One traditional way to make an impact is by utilizing a short 
and fun play on words that’ll create a chuckle, or even a 
short rhyme that will help your message stick.
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Keep it Simple.

With billboard advertising, LESS is MORE. While the design and structure of the billboard itself should be 
creative, the message it conveys should be just the opposite. Your audience may only have a brief moment 
to take in your message, so keep your text as limited as possible.

The creative aspects are used to grab the audience’s attention, but once you have it you want to deliver a 
simple and powerful message. Billboards are extremely effective for mass brand awareness, and keeping the 
message simple is the best way to do this.

X





CONNECT
WITH US.

Billboards Melbourne
We connect brands with people. 

We deliver the right audiences, in 
the right locations, because we offer 
every billboard and ooh format type 

across all vendors, throughout 
Australia and New Zealand.

1300 750 922
e

hello@melbournebillboards.com.au  
w melbournebillboards.com.au 



Every Billboard Everywhere.

Outdoor Billboard Advertising 
1300 750 922 hello@melbournebillboards.com.au https://billboardsmelbourne.com.au

mailto:hello@melbournebillboards.com.au
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